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Bosses Fear Sparks Will Spre.ad 

Rubber )Yorkers 
Clash With Big 4 

As we go to press a very significant strike of 68,000 
rubber workers is in progress. The strike involves work
ers at the Big 4 rubber compaAies-Goodyear, Firestone, 
Goodrich and Uniroyal. In addition a strike ._;,as due 
to begin at General Tir:e on May 15 but the Internation
al rubber union officials backed down and extended this 
contract. 

Sharp lines.have been drawn in this strike with these 
workers very determined in their struggle. This, com
bined w1th the striRe's relationship in particular to auto 
c1nd to other coming contract expirations for millions 
of workers, means that this strike could potentially be 
a powerful force driving forward the class struggle 
this year-.· 

The strike b�an with a bang on the night of April 
20. Rubber workers were just itching for a way to
hit back at the companies and at long last they had
the.Ir chance. Walkouts began in many plants hou�s
before the official announcement of the strike and
there were spontaneous celebrations in some places as 
workers realized production was grinding to a halt 
and the battle had begun. At the big rubber plants in
Akron workers rode around the plants honking their
horns, shouting their encouragement and determina
tion to fellow workers.

The next morning, bright and early, powerful mass 
pickets spontaneously formed, and the plants were com
pletely blocked off. In Akron no salaried employees 
or trucks were allowed in. This was particularly sig
nificant because the international offices of Goodyear, 
Firestone and Goodrich are there and the strikers put 
piakets up there too, and closed these offices tight. 
Some gung-ho executive-types tried to get in and they 
were shoved back. 

Meanwhile over at Goodrich the workers found a 
long pole and a bunch of them carried it over to block 
the gate. The cops-company bootlickers that they 
are-jumped some of the guys, hospitalizing some and (
�rr•<tinn civ OthPr wnrlcflr.; PM u, l'nr V rhi� 

incident that they later forced the county to suspend 
'. one of the sheriff's deputies who hit a striker with his 

• flashlight.
1 In fv!ar;ysville, Ohio, the story was the same at

Goodyear with a mass of strikers preventing the sher
iff's deputies from breaking the line. A company shan
ty was burned to the ground in the process. 

In Salinas, Calif., the workers massed on the picket 
lines in front of the Firestone plant. 

Besides using the police the companies responded 
to this strike in a typically arrogant way. Quickly get
ting injunctions limiting pickets to a token two to 
four per gate, they,tried to reopen most of their plants 
using salaried employees as scabs. And in Marysville, 
Ohio, they indicted and prosecuted 20 strikers on 
charges of arson, etc., for the burning of their shanty. 
Their message to the workers was clear: "You may be 
out on strike but we're still the boss." 

Meeting A�ac� 

Although many of the union officials have recom
mended that the workers eool it and respect fhe in• 
junctions, the companies' actions have stirred con
tempt and anger on the part of many workers. In the 
first week rank and file pickets at Goodyear in Akron 
held off trains, trucks and s,:laried personnel for sever
al hours. Workers at Firestbne's synthetic latex plant 
in Akron stopped tank trucks from coming in to sup
ply scab production after �usting a headlight to show 
they meanti.business. 

On Thursday. May 6, there was a large picket at the 
Los Angeles Firestone plant, with one striker arrested 
before it was broken up. In Tuscaloosa, Alabama, 150 
workers mass picketed on May 10 and 11, blocking 
foremen from working, despite an injunction. Work-
ers from Local 5 in Akron picketed the city hall de
mandlng jvstice in the case of the police brutality a· . i '.!
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May 15, 1976 

Momentum 
BuilclsFor 
July 4th 
Demo 

The following report fs·based on the flrs't:-hand ex
per.ience of people building in Philadelphia for the de
monstration planned for there on July 1-4. Their ex
perience is simi(ar to what people working on the de
monstration in other areas have begun to report. It is 
important to learn from this in building everywhere 
for a po,werful demonstration in Philadelphia�tlie 
scene of the capitalists' Bicentennial extravaganza-Ed. 

As Jl}l;y 4th approaches, the capitalists and politi· 
cians are really heaping it on. The Bicentennial min• 
utes are becoming Bicentennial hours. But as much as 
they would like it, their efforts to rally people around 
themselves are net unchallenged. Posters, manifestos 
and stickers put out by the July 4th Coalition are be
ginning to covet transit stops, light poles and abandon
e.d buildings all over Philly proclaiming: 'yv'E'VE CAR· 
RIED THE RICH FOR 200 YEARS-LtT'S GET 
THEM OFF OUR BACKS! 

The work has begun in a big way in Philadelphia to 
build around that slogan and the demands: Jobs or 
Income! and We Won't Fight Another Rich Man's Wart 
The forces are out to build the struggle against the cap
italists and to build the movement and organization of 
the working class and its allies. More and more 
workers are seeing clearly that this is why we are 
building the Jul� 4th demonstration and they are tak
ing it L\P on that basis. 

From the start much work has been done to spread 
the word broadly about the demonstration, to put it 
out as a big question for people to think and tall<a
bout. The word is getting out and people are respond
ing. Coming from many different struggles, they are 
united in opposing the way things are and demanding 
a better life. At the unemployment office, one work
er read the manifesto and commented, "This thing 
says what my life has been for the last 35 years." 
Others question what we are saying. Some ask, "Is it 
real? Can we change things?" 

Another older worker came to the coalition office af
ter reading the poster. "I like what the manifesto says, 
where do I sign· up," and then tie added, "me and my 
friends have to organize for this." And people are o'r
ganizing-taking the campaign to their neighbors, fel
low workers and relatives. 
. We have tried to build the campaign as a fight again

st the enemy,. We have been taking the campaign out 
boldly into the shops and organizing workers around 
the slogans and the demands, trying to link these to
gether with the ongoing struggles in the plants to help 
bring out the common bond between our growing 
struggles. In a local steel fabricating shop literally hun
dreds of 'stickers were put up all over. The bosses 
went nuts and told a forklift driver to take all the 
stickers off his truck. He refused, saying "I didn't put 
them on there, but I sure as hell ain't going to take 
them off." 

Tied Deeply to Ongoing Struggles 

Efforts are beginning to agitate for the demonstra
tion in the shops, and to hold plant gate rallies, to 
get unions and'rank and file workers' organizations to 
support it. Going all-out to get thousands of signatures 
on the UWOC JOBS or INCOME petition has been a 
ke;y tool for building the demonstration arid mobiliz
ing th� class. We are trying to make it an organized 
way for workers to express their feeling about this 
rotten system and to express their determination to do 
something about it. 

The petition can be made into a real focus for many 
things the working class hates about'the rule of the 
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Momentum...
Continued from F^ge 1
capitalist class. The petition can be passed out at the
gates and inside the plants. And it's important to see

that there is no reason why thousands of signatures
can't be obtained in larger plants if it is put forward
boldly and connected to the fight of all workers.

Workers are enthusiastic and ready to sign once
they find that it is not just "another petition." When
they hear that the petition is going to be brought to
the demonstration as proof that working people are

standing with the campaign even if they cannot make
it to the demonstration and that it is to be driven at

the head of the march on a forklift, the signatures

flow.

UWOG is using the petition and other agitation to
link the July 4th demonstration to the day to day-
struggles of the unemployed and their work at the un

employment centers. Workers are getting a concrete
understanding of the meaning of the slogan EMPLOY
ED, UNEMPLOYED, SAME CRISIS, SAME FIGHT!
The development of the overall campaign and the use

of the UWOG petition in the plants as well as on the
unempioyment lines are good examples of uniting the

employed and the unemployed.

Workers are responding with real interest to the
plans to dramatize the demands of the unemployed
by setting up a tent city of the unemployed in Phila

delphia. UWOG in several cities is also planning to
build for the July 4th action by setting up mini-tent
cities in the coming weeks.

The local July 4th Committee in Philadelphia is
taking the campaign right into the heart of the birth

day party the capitalists have planned for themselves.
White emphasizing building existing and ongoing organ
izations, the committee has brought together workers

from different industries, the unemployed, veterans,'

youth and students to develop, broaden and systema
tize the work of building for the demonstration. Dis
cussion at the first meeting centered around the slogan

and the two demands: Jobs or Income and We Won't

Fight Another Rich Man's War. People focused on the
importance of taking the campaign to build for the
demonstration into the plants in the area and to strug

gle to unite as many workers as possible around the
demands, showing how they expose two of the ugliest

characteristics of the system that makes life miserable
for the working class and the overwhelming majority.
Out of these meetings plans have been laid for plant
gate rallies to build for the demonstration. -

Role of Wide-Scale Agitation

Although this work in the plants is very key, it is
directly related to the equally important task of doing
broad and large-scale propaganda and agitation around
the demonstration. This will have results beyond the

actual turnout at the demonstration. The effect of

the work done in building the July 4th campaign goes
far beyond this particular demonstration. It is part
and parcel of the contradiction people feel, of the tur
moil and struggle between classes intensifying through
out this society.

A big part of our task is to counter the bourgeoisie's
"public opinion" work with our own, to concentrate

and express the disgust and the anger people feel about
the way we are forced to live, particularly around the
questions of unemployment and the growing threat of
another imperialist war, to hit back at the bourgeoi
sie's line that we've had 200 years of the best of all
possible worlds and should eagerly await another 200.
We are trying to get the masses of people' involved

on whatever level possible in building for this demon
stration to get the rich off our backs—and in the process
advance in building the understanding and organization
necessary to really carry this fight through.

Every Saturday people In teams of ten from the
local committee and the groups that make it up set
up a table with literature in places tike shopping cen
ters and raise high a banner proclaiming, WE'VE CAR
RIED THE RICH FOR 200 YEARS-LET'S GET
THEM OFF OUR BACKS-DEMONSTRATE JULY
4th. At the same time people fan out "soap box"
speaking, leafietting, making contacts for further out
reach and getting signatures on the Jobs or Income
petition.

At the same time a car with a speaker system on the
roof rolls through the area announcing that we are in
the area and giving a short rap about July 4th. After
just three weeks many signatures have been ga
thered on the petition and almost one hundred
people who've signed petitions have volunteered to
participate in one form or another.

There are few people we have found whose families
are unaffected by unemployment. We meet workers,
housewives, youth-people coming forward for hun
dreds of different reasons, all tied to a common hatred
and desire to fight the source of our problems. Gon-
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Hawaii:300 Join UWOC
Rally Ife Benefit Cuts

On April 12,300 angry workers converged on the
Hawaii state capitol to demand that the legislature •

keep its hands off unemployment benefits. As in "do
zens of other states, Hawaii is attempting to put the

axe to the benefits in total disregard for the workers'
needs. A bill is pending that would deny unemploy
ment insurance to anyone who quits, is fired or sus
pended.

The demonstration was organized by Honolulu
UWOG on a few days notice by going out to unem

ployment lines, shopping centers and even door to
door, passing out leaflefs and collecting signatures for
a petition against the bill. Carpenters got UWOG into
their union meetings and showed up in large numbers
for the action, along with pineapple workers and
others.

The demonstration was the biggest action of the un
employed in years in Hawaii and shows clearly the de
termination of the workers not to carry the capitalists
through their crisis. Fight, Don't Starve! ■

tacts and organization are beginning to grow on this
- basis.

One woman recently came forward from the Satur

day outreach. After signing a petition, she was con
tacted. She invited her friends Into her living room

for a presentation and discussion. This meeting brought
the committee into contact with a local anti-police re

pression committee, and some multi-national youth
groups. These people in turn are discussing reaching
still others.

As can be seen this work affects more than the peo
ple who originally hear our rap or sign the petition.

People who volunteer to participate are contacted by
one of the sponsoring organizations or the outreach
committee, who set up presentations for the initial
contact's friends and neighbors. They in turn are en

couraged to set up similar events. As a cbnsequence
the mo'vement continues to build and broaden.

And while the local July 4th committee has been

an important form for doing this work particularly
in Philadelphia, because it is the site of the demon
stration, ongoing groups of workers and others like
VVAW and UWOG are also growing in influence and
contacts in the course of this, in Philadelphia and
elsewhere they will be building the same movement
after the demonstration is over.

Political Discussion

The local committee meetings themselves are not
just technical meetings to discuss where we are going
to poster, or what street corner we are going to satur

ate. They are seen as political events in themselves
that are built for, where people's understanding about

the slogan, demands, and the very nature of the capi
talist system itself is deepened.

At one meeting the Vietnam Veterans Against the
War film "Only the Beginning" was shown. The film,
which draws on the perceptual understanding of veter

ans about Vietnam and shows veterans throwing their
medals back on the Gapitol steps during that war,
sparked discussion about how that war was summed
up and how the rich were preparing to get us in an
other war, only this time with the Soviet Union.

People gained a further understanding of the slogan,
"We Won't Fight Another Rich Man's War!" and how
it had to be taken out. At the end of the discussion

one of the workers commented, "if 1 would have

known in 1966 what I know now, I'd have joined
VVAW instead of the Armyl"

Local Outrages

These meetings are also used to bring forward ideas
about how to broaden the campaign through unleash
ing the initiative of the people against the outrages and
decay of the system. Two such ideas are being carried
out now. One is for a special poster to put up on the
40,000 condemned and abandoned homes in Philadel
phia that proclaims "another bicentennial monument

to the rule of the rich, demonstrate July 4th," and a
sticker to be plastered all over the Red, White and

Blue public transportation system exposing the absurd
ity of painting over the junk that is falling apart.

The Revolutionary Student Brigade (RSBI and the
Vietnam Veterans Against the War have been taking ,
the call out to campuses throughout the area. Plaster

ing walls, bulletin boards and dormatories with post
ers, setting up tables and passing out literature about
the 4th. On almost every campus, forums about the
demonstration have been held and from these have

sprung local school committees to continue to build
the campaign. A student at one campus stated after
joining a local committee, "I came here [to the school]
and really tried to make it in the system. But you can't.
You've just got to do something." Many of the students
are coming forward from these to join the RSB.

People everywhere are responding to the slogan and
demands not because they are flashy or "wrapped
nicely" but because they speak the truth about the na
ture of this system. They can see concretely all our
struggles coming together, can see the face of the ene
my much clearer and so too they see clearer why we've
got to unite to get the rich-off our backs. The demon
stration is growing and with it so is our unity and
strength. ■
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